COMPETITORS PERMISSION LETTER KIDS

I______________________________________________, Personal Identification Number
ID: ______________________________, I certify being a legal guardian of:
_________________________________________ Age: _______, years, country:
____________, blood type: ___________, and I authorize him/her to compete in a high
level open water swimming test and I declare that I know the conditions and physical
requirement of the competition, in the same way that his/her physical-mental state is
compatible with this activity. Being my absolute responsibility any accident, illness or
Insufficiency that is related to his/her health.
I expose allergies to: __________________________________, medication to which
he/she is allergic to?: _________________________________, in case of emergency I
keep and use this medicine in my luggage: ___________________________, in
emergencies contact with ___________________ mail: ________________________, or
telephone number: _____________________, country: ___________, (in case there is no
answer just dial with an X)
1.- I commit myself to comply with the instructions, provisions, regulations and orders
delivered by the organization that are necessary to fulfill the correct realization of the event.
2.- I have full knowledge that participating in the competition implies potential dangers and
risks and therefore, I expressly waive and disclaim all civil liability from the organizers,
sponsors and sponsors of any accident or situation of any kind that may occur to me before.
during and after the competition.
3.- I recognize that I have exclusive responsibility for my personal belongings and sports
equipment during the competition and activities of the event.
4.- I authorize the organization to freely dispose of photographic images or videos where
my participation appears to be transmitted by television, radio, written or digital press.
5.- I accept and take notice of the articles indicated in the Competition Regulations
(TOLTEN WOLF INTERNATIONAL OPEN WATER MARATHON 2020) and that what
is indicated in this affidavit is a necessary condition to participate.

______________________________
Name and Signature Legal Guardian

_____________________________
Name and Signature Organizer

_______________________________
Name and Signature Competitor
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